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(Dated:)
We consider the Θ+(1540) pentaquark in the string model that correctly reproduces the linear
Regge trajectories for the case of orbital excitations of light qq¯ mesons and qqq baryons. Assuming
(and arguing in favour of) the diquark-antiquark-diquark ([ud]s¯[ud]) clustering of this orbitally
excited object we found its mass about 290MeV above the experimental value 1540MeV. In the
model considered this discrepancy could be attributed to the change of the constituent mass of s¯
antiquark as compared to that of s quark localized at the string end.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Lg, 12.39.Mk, 12.40 Yx
The pentaquark Θ+(1540) was initially predicted in
chiral soliton model[1] and then experimentally found by
LEPS [2] and DIANA[3] collaborations. Further it was
confirmed by many other collaborations[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10]. More than 150 theoretical works are devoted to this
subject. Since the pentaquark’s chiral soliton quantum
numbers are JP = 1/2+, in the quark model it could
correspond to the first orbital excitation of five quark
system uudds¯ needed to compensate the negative parity
of strange antiquark. The clustering of quarks in five
quark system uudds¯ to two spin-isospin singlet diquarks
[ud][ud] and strange antiquark s¯ suggested in [11] uses
this orbital excitation to assure the Bose statistics for
[ud] diquarks that have antisymmetric color function. So,
in [11] the pentaquark is considered consisting from two
diquarks in relative p -wave and strange antiquark in s
-wave with respect to the center of mass of two diquarks.
It is a first orbital excitation of [ud]s¯[ud] system that
has no ground (not orbitally excited) state due to Bose
statistics. We will consider the prediction for the mass
of this object in the string model.
It is far known (see e.g. the review [12] and references
therein) that orbital excitations of light hadrons i.e. of
particles consisting from light u, d, s quarks are well
described by linear Regge trajectories
J = α′M2 + const (1)
with J andM being the spin and the mass of the particle,
respectively and α′ ≈ 1GeV−2 being the slope parameter.
The linear relation between the particle’s spin and the
mass squared is a result of relativistic string (gluoelectric
flux tube)[13] that is formed between light (i.e. with
masses small in comparison to string parameter α′
−1/2
≈
1GeV) quark clusters sitting at the ends of the string.
The string tension ν and the Regge slope parameter α′
are related by the formula
α′ =
1
2πν
. (2)
In the real calculations of the masses of orbitally ex-
cited hadrons [12] the asymptotic linear relation between
the spin and the mass squared (1) starts practically from
the first orbital excitation. The principle ingredient of
the string model used in [12] was the spin-orbit coupling
provided by Thomas precession. The latter is also con-
nected to the Lorentz-scalar character of the forces re-
sponsible for confinement [14]. From experimental point
of view there is no systematic spin-orbit interaction for
low orbital excitations. This could be the result of
cancelation between spin-orbit coupling originating from
Lorentz-scalar confining forces and that from Coulomb
forces [14]. If one neglect the spin-orbit coupling the spin
J and the mass M of the particle lying on the leading
Regge trajectory can be found from the following formu-
lae representing the ideal relativistic string with point-
like masses sitting at its ends
J =
∑
i
ν
2ω2
(
arcsin (vi)− vi
√
1− v2i
)
+
∑
i
miv
2
i
ω
√
1− v2i
+
∑
i
si ,
M =
∑
i
ν
ω
arcsin (vi) +
∑
i
mi√
1− v2i
,
(3)
miviω√
1− v2i
= ν
√
1− v2i ,
where ω is the angular velocity of rotation, vi, mi, si
are the velocity, mass and spin of the quark cluster at
the end of the string, respectively.
The masses of the quark clusters sitting at the ends of
the string can be fitted by ω− f , K∗, φ, Λ - trajectories
(see the fits on Figs.1-4)
mu(d) = 330MeV, ms = 420MeV, m[ud] = 350MeV .
(4)
At zero orbital angular momentum (vi → 0, ω → ∞)
there is no string at all and the model mass M is simply
the sum of the masses of quark clusters. As is seen from
Figs. 1-4 this is not what we have experimentally and
the repulsive interaction of clusters should be included.
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FIG. 1: The leading ω− f trajectory fitted by the relativistic
string with nonstrange quarks at the string ends
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FIG. 2: The leading K∗ trajectory fitted by the relativistic
string with nonstrange + strange quarks at the string ends
Turning now to the pentaquark case and considering
it as the first orbital excitation of [ud][ud]s¯ system we
could imagine at least three configurations for this ex-
citation (see cases (A) , (B) and (C) on Fig.5). As for
the configurations (A) and (B) the masses of clusters are
here fixed from the above considerations of Regge trajec-
tories although in the configuration (B) the strange an-
tiquark is localized not at the end of the rotating string
but in the centre at rest, where its localization condi-
tions and, hence, the constituent mass could be different.
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FIG. 3: Model predictions for the leading φ trajectory by the
relativistic string with strange quarks at the string ends
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FIG. 4: The leading Λ trajectory fitted by the relativistic
string with spin-isospin singlet diquark + strange quark at
the string ends
The masses of the configurations (A) and (B) are deter-
mined by the string dynamics (in the case (B) the mass of
strange antiquark is simply added to the mass of the ro-
tating string in eq.(4)) and are equal to 1930MeV in case
(A) and to 1830MeV in case (B). By comparing these
masses one can conclude that configuration (A) is unsta-
ble with respect to transformation to configuration (B).
Normally, as a result of the centrifugal forces, the con-
figuration (B) should also be considered unstable with
respect to the transformation to the configuration (C).
3But it is not the case due to the strong repulsion of the
antiquark s¯ and the diquark [ud]. To see this let us com-
pare the Λ(1116) hyperon with quark structure [ud]s and
the [ud]s¯ cluster. From Fig.4 (by comparing the mass of
Λ(1116) hyperon with the string result m[ud] + ms) we
see that [ud] and s clusters repel each other and this is
not the repulsion due to spin-spin interaction which is
absent due to zero spin of [ud] diquark. This repulsion
could be the result of the change of the confining con-
ditions (change[15] of the constant B of the MIT bag
model[16], for example) for [ud]s system in comparison
to those of [ud] and s clusters separately. Obviously, the
same repulsion should be present in [ud]s¯ cluster. If one
takes the mass of Λ(1116) hyperon as an estimate for
the mass of the [ud]s¯ cluster the string dynamics gives
the mass 2080MeV for corresponding orbital excitation
(configuration (C)).
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FIG. 5: Possible configurations of the string for Θ+(1540)
pentaquark
So, we consider configuration (B) as the most reliable
one for the pentaquark orbitally excited state. Its mass
is equal to 1830MeV, 290MeV above the experimental
mass. Hence, we are forced to conclude that within the
considered string model that properly describes orbital
excitations of qq¯ and qqq hadrons the orbital excitation
of the pentaquark [ud]s¯[ud] is not the Θ+(1540) particle.
One might ask how reliable is the mass m[ud] =
350MeV of [ud] diquark extracted from Λ hyperon tra-
jectory. If one tries to account for the mass differ-
ence of ρ+(ud¯) and π+(ud¯) mesons by the spin-spin
quark interaction from gluomagnetic forces i.e. if one
writes mpi = (mpi + 3mρ)/4 − 3(mρ −mpi)/4 and mρ =
(mpi + 3mρ)/4 + (mρ − mpi)/4 ,where the first term is
the mass of the object without spin-spin interaction and
the second term is the account of spin-spin interaction,
then for the mass of spin-isospin singlet diquark we would
get m[ud] = (mpi + 3mρ)/4 − 3(mρ −mpi)/8 ≈ 377MeV
because of the spin-spin interaction of ud quarks is two
times smaller than the spin-spin interaction of ud¯ quarks
due to different color functions. This show that our esti-
mation of the [ud] diquark mass is rather reliable.
The mass of the [ud] diquark that reproduces the mass
of the Θ+(1540) in the model considered is equal to
150MeV. Such a light diquark is not compatible with
other observations (the Λ trajectory and the masses of
other hadrons with singlet [ud] diquarks). Nevertheless,
it is not excluded by the considerations of dibaryons con-
structed from three light [ud] diquarks. The reason here
is that the (spatial) wave function of three light [ud] di-
quarks in the dibaryon should be totally antisymmetric
what means that one pair of diquarks should have the
relative orbital angular momentum equal to one (l = 1)
and the relative orbital angular momentum of the cen-
ter of mass of the first pair and third diquark should
also be equal to one (L = 1). In total these angular
momenta should be summed again to one (l + L = 1).
This is the lowest energy state of three diquarks allowed
by Bose symmetry (with deuteron quantum numbers).
Its totally antisymmetric spatial wave function has the
form ( ~x1 × ~x2 + ~x2 × ~x3 + ~x3 × ~x1)f( ~x1, ~x2, ~x3) where
f( ~x1, ~x2, ~x3) is the totally symmetric under permutations
of coordinates function. We don’t know which semiclas-
sical configuration of rotating strings could correspond to
the above wave function but assume that l + L = 2 con-
figuration, which is different from l+L = 1 configuration
only by the way how two units of orbital angular mo-
menta are summed in the total orbital angular momen-
tum and semiclassically corresponds to the rotating star-
like object (see Fig.5(A) with s¯ substituted by [ud]), has
the same energy. The latter can be computed by string
dynamics. For the mass of [ud] diquark needed for the
reproduction of the mass of Θ+(1540) (m[ud] = 150MeV)
the mass of the dibaryon with deuteron quantum num-
bers is equal to 1910MeV. It is 30MeV above the proton-
neutron threshold and the dibaryon is expected to be
as narrow as the Θ+(1540) pentaquark. Such narrow
deuteron-like dibaryon is not observed.
In conclusion, in the simple string model for orbital ex-
citations of light hadrons with the masses of constituent
[ud] diquark and s quark found by fitting ω, K∗, φ, Λ -
trajectories the mass of the Θ+(1540) pentaquark, con-
sidered as a first orbital excitation of the [ud]s¯[ud] sys-
tem, is 290MeV above the experimental value. As have
already been discussed above in the configuration (B)
the strange antiquark is localized not at the end of the
rotating string but in the centre at rest, where its lo-
calization conditions and, hence, constituent mass could
be different. So, in the model considered the observed
discrepancy could be attributed to the change (the low-
ering) of the constituent mass of s¯ antiquark as compared
to that of s quark localized at the string end.
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